
Introduction to Special Series 

Physical therapists are often concerned with the effects that localized, repetitive 
muscle contractions or general exercise programs will have upon the cardiovascular 
systems of deconditioned individuals or patients with compromised circulation or 
impaired cardiac function. In the next three issues of PHYSICAL THERAPY, Elizabeth 
Littell presents a four-part series of articles that examine physiologic factors governing 
cardiovascular changes in response to exercise. 

In Part 1 of this series, Dr. Littell presents a systematic and logical progression of the 
physiologic factors that affect cardiovascular responsiveness to exercise. A similar 
approach is used to address the neural factors that control cardiovascular changes during 
exercise (Part 2). Collectively, these two articles provide the reader with a comprehensive 
overview of the dynamic physiologic interactions between metabolic and vascular 
components and the neural elements controlling them by using a well-developed closed-
loop model. 

Part 3 of this series presents an experimental study that introduces many readers to 
the concept of microelectroneurography. Simply stated, this procedure enables the 
clinician to record from specific neural elements within mixed peripheral nerves of 
conscious human subjects. First developed in Sweden in 1965, microelectroneurography 
has advanced to become an exceptionally sophisticated technique about which several 
hundred research articles have been written. Dr. Littell demonstrates that microelectro-
neurographic recordings from individuals with stable cardiovascular function permit the 
clinician to differentiate responses of a hemodynamic nature from neural activity within 
sympathetic efferent fibers innervating muscle vasculature both at rest and during 
isolated muscle contraction. Specifically, Dr. Littell shows that changes in sympathetic 
outflow to noncontracting muscles during a progressive contraction at a distant site are 
caused by reflex responses to such contractions rather than by simultaneous coactivation 
of sympathetic activity with skeletal muscle contraction. Furthermore, previous findings 
that percutaneous microelectrode placements do not produce prolonged, mechanically 
induced injury to peripheral nerve fibers are reaffirmed (Part 4). 

Although the physical therapist should not be expected to perform microelectroneu-
rographic recording procedures, the significance of physiologic findings evolving from 
the technique should not be underestimated. For the first time, clinicians are capable of 
directly "tapping into" the central and autonomic nervous systems: they can record "on
line" from peripheral nerve fibers, measuring neurophysiologic behavior directly related 
to a stimulus or movement. This reality should help reduce the number of questions 
about validating findings from animal models in man. Now the information can be 
extrapolated directly from the human model. 

Recordings can be obtained from afferent fibers governing proprioceptive function 
and from cutaneous fibers as well. Data from muscle spindle afferent fibers in spastic 
states and from fibers innervating skin receptors in patients following peripheral nerve 
repairs have already led to clarification of mechanisms to explain spasticity and 
cutaneous sensory reeducation, respectively. By becoming more familiar with the rapidly 
emerging data from recordings in sympathetic efferent, spindle afferent, and cutaneous 
nerve fibers of alert human patients, the physical therapist will be better able to 
comprehend and explain the pathophysiology underlying injury. 
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